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Introduction:  Southern Margaritifer Terra on 

Mars preserves a long geologic history of water-related 

activity (Fig. 1). The northward-draining Uzboi–

Ladon–Morava (ULM) outflow system dominates 

drainage in southwest Margaritifer Terra [1-4] and was 

incised during the Late Noachian to Hesperian [2]. 

Holden crater formed in the mid to Late Hesperian [5] 

and blocked the northern end of Uzboi, creating an 

enclosed basin that filled as a large paleolake [6]. The 

geology of Vinogradov crater and vicinity, located 

~200 km west of Ladon basin and 250 km northwest of 

Holden crater (Fig. 1), is consistent with the long and 

diverse history of water in the region to the east [5].  

 
Figure 1. Southern Margaritifer Terra indicating major 

place names. Stars show craters containing alluvial 

fans [7-8]. MOLA over THEMIS daytime IR mosaic. 

Phyllosilicates in Vinogradov: Vinogradov is a 

large (224 km-diameter), heavily degraded impact 

crater centered at 20°S, 322.3ºE (Fig. 1).  Within the 

topographic depression between ejecta from craters 

Roddy and Gringauz (Fig. 2), there are exposures of 

light-toned, rough, scabby and non-layered (at CTX 

scale) deposits.  In some places, an apparently thin, 

smoother, medium-toned layer is eroding to expose 

underlying light-toned, rough deposits (Fig. 3).  

Spectral analysis of one light-toned deposit near the 

 
Figure 2. Vinogradov crater is flanked by fan-bearing 

craters Roddy (D=85.8km; 21.7ºS, 320.6ºE), Gringauz 

(D=71.0km; 20.7ºS, 324.3ºE) and Luba (D=38.8km, 

18.3ºS, 323ºE). Phyllosilicates are found in the 

depression (dashed line) between ejecta from Roddy 

and Gringauz (Fig. 3). MOLA 128 pixel/degree with 

25 m contours over THEMIS daytime IR mosaic.  

 
Figure 3. Clays (green) in small depression in center 

of Vinogradov (~19.5°S, 322.3°E). Red and green 

arrows indicate locations of extracted spectra in Fig. 4. 

Holden secondary craters cross-cut secondaries from 

Roddy. CRISM color (red is 2.5 µm, green is 1.5 µm, 

blue is 1.08 µm) (FRT 24626) draped on CTX 

G22_026825_ 1604. 
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middle of Vinogradov (Fig. 3) indicates the material is 

hydrated, with 1.4, 1.9 and ~2.3 µm absorptions that 

are consistent with laboratory spectra of Fe/Mg-

smectites, such as nontronite and (or) saponite (Fig. 4). 

 
Figure 4. CRISM FRT24626 spectra with 1.4, 1.9 and 

~2.3 µm absorptions, consistent with laboratory 

spectra of Fe/Mg-smectites (e.g., nontronite, saponite). 

Discussion: Fe/Mg phyllosilicates have been 

identified in this region as a continuous, near-surface, 

extensive layer in NW Noachis Terra [10-12], deposits 

in Ladon basin [13] and in craters such as Ritchey, 

Holden and Eberswalde [14], but it is not clear if the 

clays in Vinogradov are related in time or origin. 

Vinogradov impacted into a relatively high-standing 

region and lacks large contributing valleys. The clays 

in the middle of this large basin could have been 

deposited in an ancient crater lake, but other origins 

such as alteration related to impact cannot be ruled out. 

Although uncertain due to limited CRISM data, 

deposits with similar morphology exist at comparable 

elevations along Vinogradov’s relatively flat crater 

floor in the gap between ejecta from craters Roddy and 

Gringauz, suggesting that the clays could be more 

widespread and continuous beneath the ejecta.  

Local Geologic History: Vinogradov formed in the 

Noachian [15] and was filled with sediment, some of 

which likely included phyllosilicates. Roddy and 

Gringauz formed and their ejecta was deposited on the 

floor of Vinogradov crater.  Holden crater formed 

~3.0-3.5Ga [5] and emplaced a large field of secondary 

craters to the north and west.  Secondary craters from 

Holden are preserved on the floor of Vinogradov, 

ejecta from Roddy, (Fig. 3), and the floor and rim of 

crater Gringauz.  Luba crater formed after Holden, as 

Luba’s ejecta mutes underlying secondaries from 

Holden. Crater statistics from Luba’s continuous ejecta 

indicate that it is contemporary with Holden, yielding a 

mid to Late Hesperian age. The fluidized/lobate ejecta 

from Luba suggests the presence of subsurface liquid 

water [16] (Fig. 5). Ejecta from Luba was deposited in 

northern Vinogradov, and water draining from the 

outer margin of Luba’s continuous ejecta may have 

formed the channel and lobe-like deposit in a 14.5 km-

diameter crater on Vinogradov’s floor (Fig. 5).  The 

alluvial fans in craters Roddy, Gringauz and Luba [7] 

lack Holden secondaries, providing further evidence 

for a gap in time between the formation of Holden and 

the development of alluvial fans [9].  Fans in Roddy 

and Gringauz formed in the Amazonian or near the 

Amazonian-Hesperian boundary [8], and crater count 

statistics of fans in Luba yield an equivalent age.  

 
Figure 5.  Water from margin of Luba’s lobate ejecta 

may have formed channel (black arrow) and small 

delta (white arrow). CTX G22_026825_ 1604. 
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